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ABSTRACT 

Agriculture is an information intensive industry. This project deals with the 

marketing process of agro products of Bangladesh where the farmers live in the rural 

areas and they struggle to earn their living in spite of their dawn to dusk hard work. 

After the harvest, the limited access to the market information, the undeveloped 

transportation system, political insecurity, middle man, financial instability and the 

lack of courage to take risks makes it difficult for the farmers to ensure the delivery 

of the produce to the markets. The lack of knowledge and scope of storage of 

products, also create disadvantages to the farmers. It puts them in a situation where 

the farmers found no option but to sell the products to the middle men who have 

better access to the distribution facility at a very lower price. Hence, this project aims 

to ensure fair price to the farming community by devising new techniques and by 

making use of online market.  

This project focuses on an application that serves as a platform for movement of 

agricultural products from the farms or distribution house to the consumers or 

retailers. The developed application provides privilege for both farmers and 

consumers to buy and sell the required farm products without the involvement of a 

middleman at its right profitable price. An Android based application is developed 

for this purchase providing a wide range of agro market where farmers/producers or 

representatives can explore their agro products to the targeted consumers/customers 

through an easy and scalable online market that makes all the available farm products 

easily accessible and provides freedom of pricing and freedom of access by sellers. 

For sellers, the application provide necessary option such as product upload, quantity 

and price update, create offer to customers, etc. In this work, an Android application 

is developed using Android Studio which includes Java, XML, SQLite, etc. This 

Android apps has different roles for buyers and sellers. In addition, a web based 

application is developed for the authority using PHP MVC Framework and MySQL 

for database. Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM) based messaging system is used to 

transmit notification to end users. The developed applications successfully met the 

initial requirements. As future work, full online payment can be implemented to the 

developed system. 



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Information and communication technology in agriculture (ICT in agriculture), we 

can refer to it as E-agriculture, which is developing and applying innovative ways to 

use ICTs in the rural areas, with a primary focus on agriculture. ICT in agriculture 

offers a wide range of solutions to some agricultural challenges. It is seen as an 

emerging field focusing on the enhancement of agricultural and rural development 

through improved information and communication processes. ICT is used as an 

umbrella term encompassing all information and communication technologies 

including devices, networks, mobiles, services and applications; these range from 

innovative Internet-era technologies and sensors to other pre-existing aids such as 

fixed telephones, televisions, radios and satellites. E-agriculture continues to evolve 

in scope as new ICT applications continue to be harnessed in the agriculture sector. 

More specifically, e-agriculture involves the conceptualization, design, development, 

evaluation and application of innovative ways to use ICTs in the rural domain, with a 

primary focus on agriculture. 

1.1 Overview: 

The economy of Bangladesh is mainly agricultural. Agriculture is the largest sector 

in Bangladesh, comprising almost 75% people’s involvement by contributing 21-

23% of the GDP. About 75 percent of the total population lives in rural areas, and 62 

percent of them are directly, and others are indirectly engaged in a wide range of 

agricultural activities [1]. Agriculture is the major industry in most developing 

countries. More than 50 percent of the labor is working in this sector and its 

industrial and commercial branches [2]. For economic and social development 

agriculture plays a significant role in most undeveloped countries. To improve the all 

areas of agriculture system adequate quality of information is a necessary condition 

[3]. ICTs and agriculture ensures a strong relationship and ICT is the largest platform 

from which farmers can actively participate in making vital decisions for economic 

development [4]. With the rapid development of information and communication 
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technologies (ICT’s), data and information can be effectively generated, stored, 

analyzed, disseminated and used to support farmers and farming communities to 

improve agricultural productivity and sustainability. Information services for farmers 

at the national and regional level are a promising new field of research and 

application in the emerging field of e-agriculture [5]. 

Nowadays, it is widely argued that sustainable development of a country largely 

depends on strong urban-rural linkages and interactions, to be true nature of this 

linkage manifests the development of both rural and urban areas. The information 

technology and information communication technology (ICT) can doubtlessly 

contribute much to agriculture development. Usually, people in agricultural business 

mainly from rural area, work as primary producers and have their own information 

needs. they need to know about marketing activities at districts levels, availability of 

natural resources around them, seasons and monsoons, market rates of different 

commodities [6] where rural areas serve as centers for generation and nourishment of 

raw resources, while their urban counterparts act as engines for their processing, 

value addition and final consumption [7]. Information communication technology 

(ICT) has the potential to contribute to development, especially in rural areas of 

developing countries [8]. 

In recent years, major changes have come into consideration to improve the 

agricultural marketing system. Many institutions like regulated markets, marketing 

boards, cooperative marketing institutions, warehousing cooperatives, etc., have been 

established primarily to help the farmers or producers. However, it is seen that the 

technical adaptation in agriculture is accepted and used highly in compared to the 

modernization of agriculture marketing and this scenario is also indicated in various 

studies. The various marketing functions such as grading, standardization, storage, 

market intelligence, etc., need to be improved to meet the present day requirements 

of the farmers and their agro products [9]. 

Again for economic development, it is very important to make the supply chain 

smooth enough to balance the demand and supply and have consistency in the 

market. However, difficulty or even inability to access the market, because of lack of 

access to transportation, represents an obstacle for rural farmers to earn a 
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supplemental income by selling their products at a competitive price with majority of 

the population depending directly on small scale agriculture. However, 

sellers/producers still do not know how much he can sell; buyers do not know if the 

chosen item will be available during their required time/day. So, sellers have to 

stock-pile their items by mobilizing producers, suppliers and others, it costs them 

time, money and requires them taking risks (of failing to sell, wastage etc.) and 

requires the market infrastructure to provide enough, if not extra, facilities/space for 

storage. Buyers, also facing uncertainty regarding supply, quality and price of 

perishable food items, either do advance buying or miss the item, if finished. Daily 

commuting involved, personal and collective, and associated hassles is not equally 

enjoyed by all buyers. Similarly, from the seller’s context, transporting the items to 

the market from the rural producers involves an amount of time, risk, uncertainty, 

money etc. 

Although price is much lower in rural area’s ‘Hatbazaar’ compared to the consumer 

market in urban areas, urban buyers/consumers cannot access the food items there 

because of transport and communication problems, absence of a reliable and 

established mechanism to buy from them and others reasons. As a result, rural 

producers/sellers are also deprived of better price – compared to consumer price in 

urban areas- of their product, urban sellers in different urban markets – 

wholesale/kitchen markets, neighborhood markets, chain shops/super shops – links 

the rural sellers and urban buyers. However, several middlemen enter the market 

chain in between and miscreants hamper the supply line which ultimately costs the 

urban buyers in terms of price and deprive the producers as well as the urban selling 

points also have their own limitations with respect to space, transport access, 

maintaining required standard for hygienic storage etc. plus, providing a well located 

urban market place is more difficult in a densely populated space.  

In such circumstances, a real-time, virtual shopping platform can play a magical role. 

it is not only expected to solve the problems of rural producer/sellers, urban sellers 

and marginal/urban consumers, but will also make the buying and selling experience 

fast comfortable and recorded. Moreover, in a low internet usage but growing mobile 

phone ownership scenario in Bangladesh and other developing countries, a mobile 
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phone based online market for daily and essential food shopping will ensure 

advanced and effective use of ICT and will have a positive impact on GDP growth 

[10]. However, online trading/shopping for agriculture products alone, focusing on 

urban and rural stakeholders is yet to be developed.  

1.2 ICT Applications in Agriculture Marketing 

ICT can refer to a diverse set of technological tools and resources to create, 

disseminate, store, bring value addition and manage information. ICT comprises of 

three words –information, communication and technology. Information is defined as 

any type of message; written, audio, visual or audio-visual through which a person 

gets knowledge about a new person, place, thing, situation, or environment. 

Similarly, communication is the way of transferring such message to others which 

needs a medium, a clear message, and sender and receiver. ICT is the use of modern 

technology to aid the capture, processing, storage and retrieval, and communication 

of information, whether in the form of numerical data, text, sound, or image. In the 

context of agriculture, the potential of ICT can be assessed broadly under two heads: 

(a) as a tool for direct contribution to agricultural productivity and (b) as an indirect 

tool for empowering farmers to take informed and quality decisions which will have 

positive impact on the way agriculture and allied activities are conducted that will 

increase farmers/producers profit margin [11]. Precision farming, popular in 

developed countries, extensively uses it to make direct contribution to agricultural 

productivity. Many far-east Asian countries like Japan, Korea, and China have 

practically implemented it - ICT based development campaign for agriculture and 

rural development.  

Access to knowledge and information in many forms is the key element of 

agricultural competitiveness at household, regional and international. Agricultural 

information and the means of its acquisition account for an increasing proportion of 

the final price. However, the information by itself is insufficient unless it gets to 

farmers at the right time, and this can only be facilitated by the use of ICT tools such 

as the mobile phone, computer, internet, fax, television, radio, e-mail, digital and 

non-digital libraries, etc. in processing and dissemination of information in 
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agricultural sector. These technologies that facilitate the use, exchange and reliability 

of information have always been the important aspect of agriculture and marketing of 

agricultural products. Farmers, like other businessmen, needs to take certain 

decisions crucial to their production, for example, farmers must make critical 

decisions such as what to and when to plant, and how to manage pests, how to 

cultivate and harvest, where to store and sell and, at what price to sell, while 

considering off-farm factors such as environmental impacts, market access, and 

industry standards all depend on knowledge and exchange of information [12].  

1.3 Motivation 

Based on this general outline, the proposal of development of a mobile application 

namely "Hatbazaar Protidin” – is aimed at addressing the following challenging 

issues: 

1.3.1 To Create an Expanded Market 

Strong urban-rural linkage and interactions can be ensured through better access of 

agro-producers in the local markets of both urban and rural areas. Producers access 

to larger market mean larger demand of products for the sellers which in turn has an 

induced effect on increased income both for producers and sellers. Again direct 

access of farmers can reduce the unwanted influence of middleman in the whole 

demand-supply market chain. We believe the mobile application "Hatbazaar 

Protidin” will ensure greater access to agro-based markets for producers, sellers and 

buyers. A farmer from a remote rural area will easily be able to sell his product to the 

consumer from urban areas. 

1.3.2 To Increase Employment Opportunities 

Extended market with increased demand and supply will create new jobs related to 

services like delivery system, transaction facilities, quality management, and 

packaging of products and so on.  
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1.3.3 Ensuring Access to Diversified Products 

"Hatbazaar Protidin” will help consumers of different interest and location to buy 

good quality, reasonable priced agro products from anywhere of the country. 

1.3.4 Ease in Busy City Life 

A mobile application will be developed for this purpose that will bring some ease in 

the busy daily life. Consumer/Buyer can complete his/her daily buying activities with 

few finger tips. We suppose the wide and acceptable use of our mobile application 

will at least reduce daily Hatbazaar related traffic on the road which in turn will 

reduce pressure on the whole transport system.  

1.3.5 Provision for special interest group 

Using this application, some special group of society like elderly citizens, who live 

alone in the absence of other family members or minor people like physically 

disabled peoplewill be benefitted and can be served by the serving group of people. 

1.3.6 Trust building 

The application will bring remotely placed buyers and sellers in direct contact, where 

both the parties have to show their trust on each other in the process of delivering 

quality products, successful payment procedure etc. Therefore, we have imposed 

rating functions in our application. 

We also found the inspiration when we see the senior citizen of the society or 

physically challenged person who lives in a nuclear family, struggle to go to the 

market to ensure their regular agro supplies. It also hits our thinking when we 

consider the situation of a family in the busy urban life where the every family 

member has to complete their daily chores with the pace of clock. Addressing the 

above facts we designed and developed an Android based mobile application 

“Hatbazaar Protidin” which is capable of putting our inspiration into reality. A little 

modification of the design can be feasible and beneficial for every trading sector in a 

large and small scale. The great advantage of the application is that after successful 

campaign and commercial deployment it will be responsible for social revolution in 

the developing country where agriculture sector is the backbone of the economy. 
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This revolution is not only limited to economic boost but also responsible of other 

passive business opportunities, employment options and social trust. 

1.4 Objective 

We can simply describe the main objective of this project with following key points: 

1. To propose a framework where sellers can sell their products to consumer directly. 

2. To develop an Android application (apps) that sellers can promote and sell their 

products. 

3. By this application end users (buyers) can search nearest market based on his geo-

location and also select appropriate product that he is willing to purchase. 

4. To develop a web-based software for the authority to manage the buying and 

selling activities. 

 
1.5 Contributions 

To develop an effective agriculture marketing system, following tasks have been 

carried out. 

1. Reviewing current agriculture marketing system. 

2. Identifying the problems of current system. 

3. Creating a methodology to develop current agriculture marketing system. 

4. Searching implementation of ICT facility in current system, 

5. Designing a model to accomplish the facility of ICT to use in agriculture 

marketing system. 

6. Proposing a system to achieve the goal. 

7. Developing system related software that includes web based administrative 

application (for authority) as well as Android apps (for sellers/buyers) to brings 

the proposed system into reality. 
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1.6 Outline of the report 

The rest of this report has been organized as follows. 

Chapter 2 demonstrates agriculture marketing system, its current system, problems 

and the proposed system to develop a better agriculture marketing system. 

Chapter 3 describes a systematic process flow of proposed system that include SRS, 

SDLC, ERD, DFD, etc. 

Chapter 4 presents a pictorial description of implemented system, consisting of web 

based application as well as Android apps description for the proposed system. 

Chapter 5 draws the conclusion of the work. This chapter also provides its limitation 

and availability of future works. 



CHAPTER 2 

About Agriculture Marketing 

Agriculture market is constructed by two separate words namely “agriculture” and 

“marketing” where the aim of the word agriculture is to produce the agro food 

products by using natural resources and human labors for the welfare of human. It 

fully depends on natural processing and the term marketing generally mention the 

activities of business organizations or its related institution that are directly or 

indirectly promote the agro products and services to the targeted 

consumers/customers. The business organizations or its representative promote the 

products in an easy and attractive way with their business perspective and trying to 

create strong customer values so that customers can purchase the products. We can 

simply define the involvement of agriculture marketing as buying and selling agro 

products. In olden days, when the economy of villages was more or less self-

sufficient, the agriculture marketing of agro products has no difficulty where farmers 

or producers can sell their product directly to customer with cash payment or barter 

basis, on that time there was no middle men activity as like in present time, so that 

customer has purchase quality products with reasonable cost. But in present times, 

marketing process of agro products in different from that of olden days where the 

agro products follow a series of transfers or exchanges between multiple hands 

before finally reach to its consumer. The main objective of agriculture marketing is 

to ensure that the farmer or producer is encouraged to develop their products and its 

production with assuring remunerative price for his production and finally supply the 

commodities to customer at reasonable price [13]. In agriculture marketing there are 

several challenges and factors involved those are as follows: 

 Farmers or producers have very limited access to market information. 

 Their level of literacy is very low. 

 No information regarding distribution channels of products that will cut the 

pockets of both farmers/producers and customers. 
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2.1 Literature Review 

Nowadays, it is widely argued that sustainable development of a country largely 

depends on strong urban-rural linkages and interactions. Here rural areas serve as 

centers for generation and nourishment of raw resources, while their urban 

counterparts act as engines for their processing, value addition and final 

consumption. In developing countries like Bangladesh, agriculture is the primary 

sector and a large number of people engaged in this sector where the majority is 

dependent on small scale agriculture and it is the primary income source for farmers 

or producers in rural areas. The agriculture marketing system running in the country 

is traditional “Hatbazaar” system where the farmers or retailer or business associates 

sell their products in a local context as well as promoting local food system and 

customer can purchase the products by cash payment or barter basis. However, lack 

of a proper and trustworthy distribution system as well as the existence of middle 

men make a hurdle for these rural producers to access directly the end users of their 

products, mostly living in the urban areas. The selling price of agro products is 

established based on the basic properties of products such as quality, size, maturity 

etc. There are huge price differences of agro products at rural and urban areas where 

the rural customer can purchase agro products with reasonable price as they have 

available scope to access local “Hatbazaar” as well as purchase agro products 

directly from farmers or producers or representatives of farmers. The customer in 

urban areas has no scope to visit such “Hatbazaar” in rural areas due to lack of 

transport, communication etc. and they fully depend on the export of agro products 

from rural areas and supply chain of agro products where a large number of activities 

are require for establishing a smooth supply demand chain system and it includes 

packaging of products, transport the products to designated area, marketing of agro 

products, etc. to reach the products to target customer. Moreover there are some 

problems existing in current agriculture marketing system that are treated as the basic 

cause to raise the product prices in urban areas and customers have to pay more 

amount to purchase while the farmers do not make reasonable profit. 

In Bangladesh the online based markets are introduced at first decade of this century. 

The market has gained a speeder shape in online transaction when Bangladesh bank 
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approved online payment in 2009 and in 2013 it also approved the use of debit and 

credit cards in online transactions. After that time ecommerce sites in Bangladesh got 

a tremendous ride in online payment sector. The online market is more secured in 

present time and a number of ecommerce sites are smoothly operating its functions 

as well as achieving best customer satisfaction. However in recent years, a number of 

online based ecommerce sites have been launched to provide online transaction 

facility of different products such as handheld devices, electronic gadgets, home 

appliances etc. These are working as virtual shops or virtual platforms to sell the 

products of sellers, and the sellers or the site authority are taking the responsibility to 

deliver the ordered products to customers. But it is seen that there are very few 

ecommerce site/online shops for agro products in comparison with the type of other 

products. There are a number of agro product marketing systems introduced through 

Facebook page where individual farmers or retailers or sellers promote and sell 

products and their payment is cash on delivery system or upfront payment through 

MFS. 

Now this time of century is the era of agriculture, treated as ICT mediated era that 

lead the market as an agriculture extension era. This project propose a system that 

will establish a linkage between the people of rural and urban areas, a virtual shop 

where farmers can directly access and promote their products to customers of rural 

and urban areas and customers in urban areas can also purchase from these shops and 

it is assumed that the process will reduce the selling cost of products so that 

customers can purchase the products with minimal price and also ensure highest 

benefit to farmers, this reduces middlemen activity between farmers and consumers. 

It is known that direct access of farmers can ensure minimum product rate and 

quality. The following are some reviews on ecommerce sites running in Bangladesh 

market and working on agro products. 

2.1.1 Chaldal.com 

It is a popular ecommerce site in Bangladesh promoting agro products in an 

attractive process. However, this site has to enlist limited agro products, available to 

sell on customers with given price and also provides a flexible delivery of products 
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with delivery charge. The farmers or sellers have no direct access to the site and tbe 

site authority has taken responsibility to update product information. 

2.1.2 MeenaClick 

It is introduced by the chain super shop “Meena Bazar” and site URL is 

“https://www.meenaclick.com/” that provides online purchase facility of limited agro 

products from their large collection of products where the authority has collected the 

products from farmers or their representatives or retailers and customer can purchase 

the products with provided price until available stock, It also provides delivery 

facility with charge but here the farmer has no direct access to the site and they have 

no available scope to add/update products. 

2.1.3 Shwapno 

It is also managed by another chain super shop Shwapno by their online shop 

available at https://www.shwapno.com. It also provides facility to purchase selected 

agro products with their regular products. They collect the agro products from 

farmers/retailers and the farmers have no direct access to the site. The authority is 

responsible to upload, update products and customers can purchase agro products 

based on available stock. 

2.1.4 Krishi Market 

It is a full phase ecommerce site involved in agro products that have primary focus 

on agro products and its marketing. The URL of the site is 

https://www.krishimarket.com/. At first the sellers from all around Bangladesh 

register at site through its online registration system and this site provides facility to 

upload and promote the products of sellers. But this site provides limited features of 

agro products to customers and at current design, customers have only available 

scope to put his requirement in text format where the requirements will be available 

to review by respected sellers through this site, there is no attractive/aligned display 

of products to customers, no purchase option and as well as no payment option. 
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Moreover, the directorate of agricultural marketing under ministry of agriculture has 

launched an agricultural marketing site named e-marketing and it is hosted by 

http://www.dam.gov.bd/classified_home where the farmers/producers require to 

complete registration process in this site and they have gained facility to promote 

their products and advertisement of products in this site and it is limited to only in  

advertisement of products, here no option to purchase/bidding by customer and no 

clear guideline how to deliver the products to customer. 

In Facebook pages there are a huge number of pages running related to agro products 

and its marketing but the pages are mainly managed by middlemen where they 

collect products from farmers and sell to urban customer with designated price. The 

involvement of farmers or producers in this page is very negligible. To review all 

related ecommerce site and other marketing activities we have found there are a lot 

of scope of work in agriculture marketing system and we can draw by following 

points: 

 There is no availability of direct access by farmers or its representatives to 

promote and sell their products resulting in higher product price in customer level. 

 There are limited agro products available in current system in ecommerce sites. 

 The customers are required to purchase the products with predefined price posted 

by authority and there is no scope to reduce prices. 

 The customer has no available scope to "place" any auction on product prices with 

current online market and the seller is also devoid of such type of transactions. 

 The current online market has no real-time order and delivery tracking system. 

To provide better facility to farmers or retailers and customers with their selling and 

buying activities, the proposed system will develop a bridge between them. The 

farmers or retailers can have proper access to upload their products, promote 

products, real time change in price, quantity etc. The farmers or retailers have facility 

to review customer order and have proper right to accept or reject the customer order. 

Associated notifications are sent to customers based on action taken for the orders. 

The proposed application also facilitate the farmers or retailers to review auction of 

products price by customers and they have option to accept or reject the auction or 

send new auction price to customers. The seller can also introduce offer for his 
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product to a selected buyer or all buyers. The buyer can review products from seller 

products and he/she can make an order of products or place an auction. A customer 

also has the facility to review sellers' offers and is able to create an order of products 

from the offer. An associated notification is send to the seller when an order/bid is 

created by the customer. 

The proposed system is different from the existing methods in some aspects. 

Firstly, in the current online marketing system, the direct involvement of farmers is 

not available and a customer is purchasing the agro products with higher price. On 

the other hand, the proposed method enables farmers to directly sell their products to 

customers reducing the activity of middlemen. 

Secondly, there are limited agro products available in the current online market in 

comparison with other types of products such as electronic devices, home appliances, 

etc. The proposed platform will provide facility to include large number of rural 

farmers or producers or retailers and it will generate a large collection of agro 

products. 

Thirdly, the existing systems do not provide any facility of interaction between 

farmers and consumers where a consumer has no option to have conversation with 

farmers regarding product prices, quality and quantity; there is no opportunity to 

place any price auction on products. The proposed system will act as a bridge 

between farmers and consumers where both are live in different areas or locations. 

The proposed system facilitate customer to select and order products as well as place 

an auction price of products. The seller has option to accept or reject the ordered 

products by customers and for the product of auction price by customers. 

2.2 Types of Markets in Agricultural Marketing 

We have categorized the agriculture marketing by three stages of market based on 

involvement or activity of different participants. These are 
 

 Primary market: Primary market includes the producer/farmer/cultivator, pre-

harvest contractor, itinerary merchants, transport agents. 
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 Secondary market: In secondary market financial agents and processing 

agents are involved.  

 Terminal or Export market: The Terminal or Export market stage includes 

commercial analyst of primary and secondary market participant and shipping 

agents to export. 

2.3 Activities of Agriculture Marketing 

We can describe the major activities of agriculture marketing by the following 

focusing points:  

2.3.1 Concentration 

The primary and basic functions of an agricultural marketing is to collect the agro 

produce that are ready for sale in a central common place for economic buying 

purpose. 

2.3.2 Grading of Agro Produce 

We need to segregate the agro product into multiple categories based on their 

properties exists such as variety, quality, size, maturity etc. and Grading is the 

process of segregating. To establish standard on agro products grading process can 

help us.  

2.3.3 Processing 

It is the process where the agro products are transformed from one stage to another 

stage that is required to produce consumable products. For example:  paddy into rice 

processing. 

2.3.4 Warehousing 

Warehousing is a process of storing the produces agro products after harvesting the 

product until final consumption by consumers. It is a preservation method where the 

products are free from spoil, contamination, wastage, etc. 
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2.3.5 Packaging 

Packing of agro product is an essential step of agriculture marketing where the 

farmers/sellers can provide an easy handling process, this will reduce product 

deterioration and also helps to attract customer for the product. 

2.3.6 Distribution 

Distribution is the main activity of agriculture marketing process where the produced 

agro product distributed from one place to another between farmer/producer and their 

retailers/consumers for final consumption. This will create a balanced agro markets 

in the country. 

2.4 Objectives of Agriculture Marketing 

In modern times and change the agriculture process the farmers has perceived the 

importance of including new technology with their full agriculture system and it 

ensures for more income and higher standards of living. The basic objectives to 

establish an efficient agriculture marketing systems are as follows: 

 

 To ensure the primary producers/farmers to achieve possible highest return value. 

 To allocate necessary facilities for transferring all harvested product according to 

farmer’s choice with a reasonable and productive price. 

 To minimize the price differences between actual producer and targeted 

consumer. 

 To create a facility so that all produced agro products available to target consumer 

at reasonable and marginal price with ensuring best quality of products. 

 To generate a trust level between farmers or retailers and customers when 

customer purchasing products. 
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2.5 Necessity of Agriculture Marketing 

Agriculture marketing is necessary in the following sectors. 

 Break the vicious circle of poverty. 

 Optimum utilization of agricultural resources. 

 Enhance the standard of living. 

 Basis of employment opportunity. 

 Basis of industrial development. 

 Creation of utilization. 

 Basis of foreign trade. 

 Source of national revenue. 

 Create the environment for investment. 

2.6 Existing System 

Current agriculture marketing system is a traditional “Hatbazaar’ system. 

‘Hatbazaar’, a market place that generally takes place on a weekly or bi-weekly basis 

in an open field that are accessible to most families in a village, offers a unique 

opportunity for rural producers to increase their profits and convert underutilized 

species [14]. Moreover in urban area it is refers as super shops. Hat-Bazaars are the 

indigenous markets that work under the supervision of Local Government and owned 

by the Local Government in Bangladesh. As for example, the photo of such a market 

is given in Figure 2.1. These markets play vital role for the development in the rural 

areas of Bangladesh. But, there are challenges for proper management of the markets 

[15]. Hat-Bazaar under local government has the following characteristics [16]: 

 It has legal entity under Local Government bodies and formed through an act of 

legislature named The State Acquisition and Tenancy Act. 

 It helps the local Government bodies to earn revenue and maintenance expenses. 

 Local businessmen and farmers can market their products and crops in these Hat-

Bazaars. 
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 Government also earns revenue by collecting the land/lease tax, VAT, income tax 

from the Hat-Bazaars. 

 

Figure 2.1: A view of traditional Hat-Bazaar of Bangladesh. 

There is no centralized and computerized system for the farmer to 

promote/marketing/sell their product. Currently, the farmer goes to nearest market 

handover his product to a particular or market agent, it is common practice that agent 

has tried to minimize the product price from market price to make his highest 

commission, agent ask the farmer to visit the market after a specific time to collect 

the cash earned out of the sold product. Agent sells the product to another agent or a 

dealer at the cost of that market and agent cuts his commission from that amount and 

pay to farmers. There is no facility available for farmer to know about the deal and 

the actual amount at which their product was sold. There is no transparency in 

transactions, no facility is available for the farmers to know the product rates at 

different markets where they can sell their products for achieving higher profits, and 

farmers also are not even aware of the schemes and compensation provided by 

government. In spite of all the opportunities banging the doors the farmers are not 

able to benefit out of those. Current system does not provide the way of e-agriculture 
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for farmer that will provide the knowledge of market status and product status. So he 

doesn’t achieve the maximum profit through the current system [17].  

2.7 Problems in Exiting System 

The following problems exists in the current agriculture marketing process: 

2.7.1 Product Quality 

To produce quality products, it is required to use quality seeds and fertilizers in land 

and most of the farmers are not aware of using quality seeds and fertilizers, this 

results in poor quality of products. 

2.7.2 Presence of Middlemen 

The field of agricultural marketing is viewed as a complex process and it involves a 

large number of intermediaries handling a variety of agricultural commodities, which 

are characterized by seasonality, bulkiness, perishability, etc. the prevalence of these 

intermediaries varies with the commodities and the marketing channels of the 

products, because of the intervention of many middlemen, the producer’s share is 

reduced. 

2.7.3 Forced Sales 

The financial obligations committed during production, force farmers to dispose the 

commodity immediately after the harvest though the prices are very low. Such forced 

sales or distress sales will keep the farmer in vicious cycle of poverty, report has it 

that the farmer, in general, sells his produce at an unfavorable place and at an 

unfavorable time and usually he gets unfavorable terms. 

2.7.4 Lack Of Transport Facilities 

This problem has many dimensions. The lack of transport services refer to absence of 

the transport service in reasonable agricultural marketing areas, seasonality of 

transport service, high freight charges due to inadequacies, lack of all-weather roads 
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and transport vehicles, unsuitability of the present transport facilities for 

transportation of some products like fruits, vegetables, eggs, etc. in some cases there 

are insufficient vehicles to carry goods from the producers to the rural markets and 

from the rural markets to the towns. 

2.7.5 Poor Handling, Packaging, and Processing Facilities 

For efficient and orderly marketing of agricultural products, careful handling and 

packing are required. Present packing and handling are inadequate, workers or 

passengers are allowed to ride on top of a load of vegetables, which will result in 

physical damage. Careless handling of fruits and insanitary handling of the produce 

are other problems. Poor handling and packing expose the products to substantial 

physical damage and quality deterioration not only do these losses cut down the 

supply of products reaching the consumers, but also raise the price of the remaining 

portion, which must bear all costs. 

2.7.6 Inadequate Storage Capacity and Warehousing Facilities 

Inadequate storage facilities are the cause of heavy losses to farmers in many parts of 

the country; and this result in serious wastage of foodstuffs, and increased costs to 

producers. There are no scientific storage facilities for perishable products (fruits, 

milk, meat, vegetables, fish, etc.). This storage loses of food grains occur at all stages 

between the farm level and the final level of consumption such losses occur from 

physical damages due to pest infestations, rodents and quality deterioration, 

discoloration and unpleasant odor which would make the product unfit for human 

consumption. most markets lack storage and warehousing facilities and the amount 

of wastage that occurs due to the lack of these facilities often account for increasing 

cost of marketing and, hence, retail prices. 

2.7.7 Communication Problem 

One of the key elements of efficient agricultural marketing system is the availability 

of proper communication infrastructure. Rural areas are inadequately placed with 
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reference to posts, telegraphs and telephone. The literacy rate being low among the 

farmers, it poses difficulty of the communication tasks. 

2.7.8 Lack Of Information About Production And Marketing 

Some marketing problems can be traced to lack of information about production, for 

instance, sellers may not be able to identify sources of supply of commodities, while 

producers may curtail their production as a result of poor sales. Some broiler 

producers for instance, keep their birds for longer periods because they cannot get 

people to buy them. On the other hand, sellers may not know that such broiler farm 

exists. 

2.7.9 Participation of Functionaries 

The functionaries in the marketing process hold a major share of profit in the form of 

commission. 

2.7.10  Inadequate Research on Marketing 

Until recently, all efforts have been geared towards producing more without thinking 

about how to market them. There is need to know about new technologies in food 

storage and preservation. There is also need for research on consumer demands and 

preferences, handling and packaging. 

2.8  Improvement of Agriculture Marketing System 

Improving the marketing system of agricultural products would help the farmers to 

better their economic condition. The following are suggested measures that could 

reflect an improved agricultural marketing system: 

2.8.1 Establishment of Regulated Markets 

A regulated market is one, which aims at the elimination of the unhealthy and 

unscrupulous practices, reducing marketing charges and providing facilities to 

producers. The regulated market however has the following benefits: 
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 Farmers are encouraged to bring their produce directly to the markets 

 Farmers are protected from the exploitation of market functionaries 

 Farmers are ensured better prices for their produce 

 Farmers have access to up-to-date market information 

 The marketable surplus of the farmers will be increased 

 Marketing costs are lowered and producers share will be increased. 

 

2.8.2 Standardization and Grading 

Standard specifications and grading should be designed to be useful to as many 

producers, traders and consumers as possible i.e., standards should reflect market 

needs and wants. One grade should have the same implications to producers, traders 

and consumers in the quality of the product. It must have mutually acceptable 

description. 

 

2.8.3 Improvement in Handling and Packing 

This refers to the adoption of new techniques for the physical handling of 

commodities throughout the various phases of marketing, for instance, the use of 

cold storage (mechanical refrigeration) in handling of perishables, new methods of 

packing etc. The most appropriate handling and suitable containers among the 

available ones are meant to use against dust, heat, rain, flies etc., to prevent 

considerable physical losses and quality deterioration. 

2.8.4 Improving Transport Facilities 

Link-up and associated road development is sine qua non for the success of market 

structure. The availability of efficient transportation encourages the farmers to the 

markets of their option to derive the price benefits. Rural roads particularly are in bad 

state during all seasons and more so during rainy season. Investment on roads should 

be given top priority. Also another problem is that perishables cannot be transported 

in closed wagons hence there is a need to provide necessary ventilation in whichever 

means they are to be transported. 
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2.8.5 Market Information 

As such we have newspapers, price bulletins, reports of the government agencies 

etc., which provide market information. This information would be much more 

useful if an educational program is made available to analyze and interpret the 

information at the markets. The raw data no doubt provides valuable information but 

skillful interpretation makes it useful to the farmers. 

2.8.6 Market Research 

Market research can be defined as the study of consumer demand by a firm so that it 

may expand its output and market its product. It centers on consumers’ needs, 

preferences, impressions of a product, accessibility of markets, efficiency of 

marketing etc. Marketing research needs to be given top priority to improve up on 

the marketing system. 

2.8.7 Market Extension 

This involves the dissemination of needed information on marketing to producers. 

The farmers will be advised on consumer preferences, grading, packaging, transport, 

etc., in order to help them to secure better returns. 

2.8.8 Provision of Agricultural Marketing Training to Farmers 

Provision of training is of utmost importance in view of the malpractices resorted to 

by various market functionaries. The farmer needs to be trained in product planning 

i.e. crops and varieties to be grown, preparation of produce of produce for marketing, 

malpractices and rules and regulations, market information, promotion of group 

marketing, etc. 

2.8.9 Cooperative Marketing 

Cooperative marketing is the organized sale of farm products on a non-profit basis in 

the interests of the individual producer. Cooperative marketing are organized by 
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farmers themselves and the profits are distributed among the farmer-members based 

on the quantity of the produce marketed by them. 

2.8.10 Provision of Cold Storage Facilities and Refrigerated 

Transport 

For perishable commodities like fruits and vegetables, quality losses are enormous 

and hence it would be necessary to take measures and devise means or methods of 

controlling and minimizing losses. Preservation is, thus, a necessary adjunct of 

production and a vital link between production and consumption. Cold storage is the 

most important for the proper marketing of horticultural produce, because it had a 

definite season of production and the quality of the produce deteriorates quickly after 

harvest. 

2.8.11 Development of Market 

Physical/Online markets handling fruits and vegetables suffer from operational and 

management inadequacies. A country level plan to identify markets of national 

importance for fruits and vegetables and provision of need-based infrastructure from 

export point of view in all these markets is imperative. 

2.9 Related Work by Government 
 

Directorate of Agricultural Marketing has taken necessary initiatives under ministry 

of Agriculture (MoA), to develop agricultural product and its marketing but it is in 

pre-production phase where the farmers/producers can directly call to representative 

of local agricultural office and discuss regarding his cultivation, field processing, 

grade development etc. up to harvesting though toll free number (short code - 

16123) launched by The Department of Agricultural Extension (DAE) [18], Also 

Ministry of Agriculture  has launched mobile apps for agricultural development 

where technical support provided by USAID and UNDP and implementation support 

by A2I Programme of Prime Minister Office. [19], those apps are: 
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2.9.1 Krishoker Digital Thikana 

By using this application (apps) the farmers can find all essential technology and 

information on crop cultivation. When delivering solutions to crop problems, the 

agriculture officers face different type challenges, including the huge number of 

crops and diseases, inability of farmers to precisely explain the problems that they 

are facing, the problems not being accurately identified, etc. 

2.9.2 Krishoker Janala 

It has been developed to help farmers easily identify crop problems (diseases, insects 

and fertilizer related), a pictorial database where farmers can also receive 

environment friendly solutions. 

2.9.3 Pesticide Prescriber 

It contains the information on pesticides that is readily available and easily accessible 

through this application. 

2.10 Payment System 

Payment system is a process of transferring funds between two or more entities 

where the entity refers to the financial institutions, businesses, and individuals. It is 

consider as the vital factor by which the viable functioning of payment systems can 

establish the backbone of country's financial system. The payment system 

department of Bangladesh bank that was formed in 2012 according to Bangladesh 

Bank Order, 1972 has provide necessary processes and guidelines to establish an 

easy financial transaction process and working to introduced new payment system as 

a demand of digital world and digitalization process of Bangladesh as well as in 

parallel it is also publish the rules and regulation related to payment system and 

monitor the activity and its impact on economy [20]. Another payment system 

process such as online payment system has also included in our financial activity 

which can be defined as a type of transactions or exchange of money or financial 

commitments by using electronic infrastructure or internet between the purchaser and 
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the vendor.  It is connecting large number of financial institutions, associations, 

merchants and individuals to establish money transaction [21]. There are a number of 

online payment system processes has been developed and we can classify them 

according to their type of transactions and numerous use in current financial market 

in Bangladesh, such as 

2.10.1 Credit Cards 

It is a common card based wallet where the customer has received it from financial 

organization such as bank, where the customer can enjoy the amount in cards with 

payments, transfer, and cash within credit card limit set by bank. In Bangladesh 

customers can place a request to bank for credit card and in most cases, bank 

representatives offer credit cards to customers. It is a worldwide acceptable card 

method where credit card aligned with global payment system consortium such as 

VISA, Master Cards, etc. 

2.10.2 Debit Cards 

The card has also similar functionality and process method as like credit card where 

only account holder of financial institution acquire the debit card and its transaction 

limit is bound to the available account balance. It is mainly local card and accessible 

in local payment processors but when it is connected with global payment system 

consortium it will be treated as a global card. 

2.10.3 Mobile Wallet 

In Bangladesh it is known as mobile banking and it is established by obeying MFS 

rules and guidelines of Bangladesh bank where each adult person is eligible to open 

MFS account i.e. mobile wallet. Here the customer has the facility to cash in, cash 

out, transfer, multiple type payments etc., all transactions occur within the available 

balance at mobile wallet. Which services a customer will enjoy the service through 

his mobile wallet is mainly depends on the service integration by registered MFS. 
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2.11 Running Payment System in Bangladesh 

The online based market i.e. ecommerce site in Bangladesh is almost matured and is 

running with better customer satisfaction. The payment systems that are running 

through them can be categorized based on payment method and it can be described 

by following points. 

2.11.1 Cash On Delivery 

Another payment system process namely cash on delivery is running on market and 

it is widely used to collect the transaction amount by using this payment process, in 

short form it is known as COD. It is a viable payment system process and available 

in Bangladesh and the ecommerce site uses this type of payment process to collect 

their transaction amount. To make the collection of payment in more secure and easy 

way, a related delivery channel already exists and running in market of Bangladesh 

to accomplish this requirements; such as 

 SA Paribahan – It is working as third party services where customers visit 

their outlet and receive the products by paying transaction amount, 

 Pathao – It also provides third party services and also provides services that 

their representative moves to customer door and transfer product with payment 

etc.  
 

2.11.2 Pre-Payment 

Another payment method is also possible in current payment market in Bangladesh 

where customers can provide pre-payment to sellers through cards, MFS such as 

bKash, Rocket, UCash, myCash, OK wallet etc., Agent Banking, and Internet 

Banking etc. This will create seller satisfaction as he has no worry about his payment 

and deliver the product to customer without worries. But in view of a customer or a 

buyer it is totally reverse where in Bangladesh the payment related trust level 

between sellers and buyers is very low. As describe in previous sentence we have 

seen seller satisfaction upon payment but there is an anxiety and insecurity also 
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exists at buyers side as to receiving of products and within time and quality. To 

establish this type payment process we have to do huge work to build and improve 

trust level between seller and customer and it is also agreeable that by ensuring both 

side satisfactions we can achieve a stable payment system that will bring benefit for 

the sellers and consumers. 

 

2.12 Proposed System 

Agricultural marketing is inferred to cover the services involved in moving 

an agricultural product from the farm to the consumer. It is also the planning, 

organizing, directing and handling of agricultural produce in such a way as to satisfy 

the farmer, producer and the consumer [20]. We have proposed an effective system 

that will be feasible for both farmers/producers and consumers. 

The main objectives of the proposed work are 

 To increase profit margin of farmers/producers: At current stage the farmers has 

own a very negligible benefit by their cultivation.  

 Minimization of middlemen activities so that the demand and supply chain system 

is maintained. 

 To make a stable market where customer can purchase product with reasonable 

price. 

According to the survey of BBS we have known more than 87 percent households 

own mobile phones in Bangladesh [21]. This will generates an inspiration to working 

with mobile based application. We have proposed an Android based application 

(known as Apps) for both sellers and buyers where they can easily complete their 

required activities. We have also proposed a web based application for the authority 

of system. 

At primary level the proposed system will act as a virtual shop between sellers and 

buyers where sellers represent their products in a vast environment with a large 

number of buyers attached and get opportunity to purchase, order their products. The 

proposed payment system is cash on delivery (COD) that the buyer has to pay when 

received the products.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agricultural
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumer
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The proposed application will have the following features: 

 Permanent buyer's and seller's registered profile tagged with their mobile number. 

It will help us to create a social database for a specific group of people. 

 Real time price update options for markets at different locations and of different 

conditions. 

 Location wise market choosing and filtering options for buyers. It will help buyers 

to choose the best options for them on any given day of the week. 

 Auction facilities for buyers and sellers at any time of the day, which will help 

both buyers and sellers to negotiate regarding the price of the product. It will also 

help us to create a competitive market for easy shopping. 

 Options for pre-order for large quantity purchase. It has been designed to facilitate 

both buyers and sellers to ensure demand and supply for occasional events like 

wedding.  

 Rating options for the buyers and sellers on the basis of their deal, transparency, 

quality of the product and transaction history. Depending on this rating both 

buyers and sellers will be able to know each other characteristics and build trust 

for future deals. 

 Acknowledgement on the product delivery and payment process will ensure both 

buyers and sellers about their successful dealings and close of the transaction. 

 Delivery options on the basis of availability and feasibility from both buyers and 

sellers perspective. Home delivery can be ensuring upon availability and 

feasibility. 

 Both Bengali and English language facility will be available in proposed Android 

apps where default language is Bengali. 



CHAPTER 3 

Software Design and Methodologies 

The software design and methodology are the important parts of application 

development cycle that define the standard process needed to be followed to 

complete the application with appropriate budget and time. To develop the proposed 

application within estimated timeline and efficient manner, we are required to apply 

software design and necessary methodologies. 

3.1 Software development life cycle 

The Software development life cycle (SDLC) is a set of procedures that define the 

whole cycle of software development process and proudly used by software industry 

to analyze, design, develop and ensure high quality software applications. The main 

objective of using SDLC is to providing high quality software that will meet the 

customer requirements and will develop within estimated timeline and budget. It is 

also known as Software Development Process. SDLC consists of a set of plan 

describing how to develop, maintain, test, reuse and enhancement the process of 

software development. There are many SDLC methodology exists and used in 

software industry such as Waterfall model, Incremental Model, Spiral Model, 

Prototype model, Iterative Model, RAD model, V-Model ,Agile Scrum method etc.  

3.1.1 Waterfall Model 

Waterfall model is the oldest model and very simple to use for small scale 

application development. It is an appropriate model to develop small scale 

application where software requirements are clearly identified, documented and very 

well understood. It draws the whole application development process in a linearly 

sequential flow of stages where the stage of this model will not overlap each other. 
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3.1.2 Incremental Model 

The whole software requirements are divided into multiple blocks by this model and 

multiple life cycles is taken place. Each cycle is also divided into smaller and 

manageable modules. The model is more flexible and cost effective to change scope 

and requirements of software. Before applying the model it requires good planning, 

design and complete definition of system. 

3.1.3 Spiral Model 

The spiral model is a flexible SDLC methodology to develop medium to large scale 

application, it allows element of product to be added in runtime and ensures no 

conflict on previous design. The number of phases requires in spiral model in not 

defined as phases are created by project manager based on customer requirements 

and project risk. As project manager has designed necessary phases in spiral model, 

so to develop a project by using spiral model the project manager carry an important 

role in this project. 

3.1.4 Prototype Model 

It is a popular model in software development as it is easy to understand customer 

requirements. But prototype model requires clear and sufficient requirement analysis 

at early stage of model. The type of software that involves in huge internal data 

processing does not get benefit from prototyping. 

3.1.5 Agile Scrum 

It is a combination of iterative and incremental process. The main objective of agile 

scrum methodology is on process adaptability and customer satisfaction and delivery 

of system within timeline. It is very realistic process and very flexible to work in 

large volume of project and ongoing projects. 

To review all SDLC methodologies and their pros and cons, we follow V-Model to 

develop the proposed system: 
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3.2 The V-Model 

It is also knows as verification and validation model, it is a sequential SDLC method 

as like waterfall model where the sequential path of the application development life 

cycle is V-shaped, and verification is working in one side of V-shape and validation 

is working on another side. It segregates and defines the whole process of software 

development into multiple stages where each stage has specific deliverables and a 

review and testing process. Each stage is defined by schedule, milestones and 

deadline to develop the system and we need to implement all stages to deliver high 

quality software products. Each stage is required to be completed to start the next 

stage. According to V-model, the testing procedure is planned to execute in parallel 

with the development of respective stage. It is very simple and easy to use and with 

small and medium scale projects it is working well with project which requirements 

are clearly defined and documented. The development of software project according 

to V-Model procedure reduces the time to deliver while testing activities and 

designing parts are completed before conducting coding of projects.  

3.2.1 Business Requirement Specification 

It is a high level specification and formal document that describes the customer 

requirements in written or verbal form. A business analyst directly interacts with 

respected customers or stakeholders to collect their requirements and create the 

formal document. The document captures and records the user description that they 

are willing to achieve from developed system. The BRS document acts as the input 

to determine the project scope and to all SRS efforts. 

3.2.2 System Requirement Specification 

It is also referred to as software requirement specification. It is also a high level 

specification and structural collection of requirements that includes both functional, 

non-functional and behavioral requirements and technical specifications of the 

system to be developed. Generally system architect or system analyst who is also a 

technical expert prepares the SRS document from the written BRS document. Both 
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BRS and SRS roughly contain the same specifications and requirements but both are 

separate in system level design. This is shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

Figure: 3.1 A typical diagram of V-Model (SDLC Methodology). 
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3.2.3 High Level Design (HLD) 

It is known as architectural design where the main focus of this stage is based on 

system architecture and design. HLD stage of this model provides an overview of 

proposed solution, development platform, system and services. It clearly defines the 

data transfer mechanism between internal processes and modules and other system. 

In this stage an integration testing process can be designed and documented. 

3.2.4 Low Level Design (LLD) 

In this stage, the required component or system modules that are actual part of the 

proposed system will be developed. It defines all types of logic design and internal 

data transfer system between modules; hence the stage is referred to as module 

design stage. It provides a standard module design that is compatible with other 

module of system architecture and other external systems. A component test is also 

included with LLD that is an essential part of development process and it helps to 

extract module errors and ensure the module working as expected. 

3.2.5 Implementation 

It is the stage where necessary coding scheme and techniques has taken place. The 

required and suitable high level programming language is selected to develop the 

proposed system according to system and architectural requirements defined in 

design stage. 

3.2.6 Coding 

This is the bottom part of V-Model where the logical module design is converted into 

code by system developers and merging of the code to develop the complete software 

as expected. The coding procedure follows coding guidelines and standard and it 

passes through numerous reviews to provide optimized and synchronized code that 

will result in best performance of the system. 
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3.2.7 Unit Testing 

It is a testing process that runs on code level to identify possible bugs and helps to 

reduce coding errors finally generate error free code. Before compiling the code 

necessary testing plan is taken to make the code error free and also taken necessary 

action plan to remove error from code when there is any error detected. It is 

performed by the developers involved in coding stage. 

3.2.8 Integration Testing 

It is associated with architectural design stage and it is required to test the 

coexistence of module and internal data communication between modules within the 

system and external systems. 

3.2.9 System Testing 

It is directly working with system design stage and covering the test to check entire 

system functionalities and communication of system with external components. It 

also detects and resolves most of the hardware and software compatibility issues. 

3.2.10 Acceptance Testing 

It associated with business requirement analysis stage and performs testing the 

developed product in user environment. As the testing is taken on user environment, 

hence it is also called user acceptance testing (UAT). Hardware and software system 

compatibility issues, load and performance defects at user level are uncover by 

acceptance testing. 

3.3 Software Design 

The software design is defined as a process of transforming user or client 

requirements into suitable form such as Class Diagram, Activity Diagram, DFD etc. 

that will helps the developer or coder to implement the system. It simply describes 

the solution according to raised problem in software development. An SRS document 

is created based on user requirements to implement the proposed system. In software 
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terms to implement the system successfully it is required to transform the SRS 

document to detail and specific requirement and it is done by software design 

process. The output of this process can be used directly with the implementation in 

high level programming languages. A basic software design contains the following 

there design levels: 

3.3.1 Architectural Design 

It is the highest abstract layer of the system, defines the software system into a 

number of independent components interacting with each other and the designer get 

idea of the proposed system to be developed.  

 

3.3.2 High Level Design 

It simply breaks the entity of architectural design into multiple components with less 

abstracted sub system and modules and describes the interaction between sub-system 

and modules. 

 

3.3.3 Detailed Design 

It is implementation stage of the system where its sub-system and module described 

in architectural design and high level design stage. Logical structure of modules and 

interfaces to communicate between modules clearly define in this level. 

3.4 Unified Modeling Language 

UML is an object oriented design pattern and provides visualize formation of system 

design with maintaining design standards. The primary motive of UML is to 

standardize the discrete software systems and approach to a visual and meaningful 

software design. It is an important part of the development of software design 

process. It uses various types of graphical notations to highly express the design of 

software. UML is designed to respond with the needs of IT companies where the 

strategic value of software increases and they are searching for effective techniques 

to automate software production and improve the quality of software, reduce 

development cost and deliver the project to market within timeline. UML provides a 

set of diagram to accomplish the demand of object oriented software design. 
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3.4.1 Class Diagram 

Class Diagram is a type of static diagram that represents the static view of the 

application to be developed. It is a popular diagram in UML design process. The 

class diagram in Figure 3.2 displays a set of classes, attributes, interfaces, method 

that will be used in application development and communication between classes and 

attributes. 

 

Figure 3.2: Class diagram of proposed application. 
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3.4.2 Sequence Diagram 

A sequence diagram clearly draws a set of objects that are participated in 

collaboration and interactions between various object with their lifeline and describes 

messages transfer between them. It is focused on timeline and emphasizes the 

sequence of objects and messages with a time sequence. It defines a set of graphical 

notations namely actor, lifeline, call message, return message, create and destroy 

message etc. to draw the sequence diagram of a system. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 

show the sequence diagrams for sellers and buyers, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Sequence Diagram for Sellers. 
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Figure 3.4: Sequence Diagram for Buyers. 

 

3.4.3 Activity Diagram 

To describe the dynamic aspects of the proposed system, activity diagram is an 

important diagram in UML design process. It directly interacts with different 

activities of the system and represents the flow between activities. An activity is 

simply defined as a function performed by the system and it is the main 

object/element of an activity diagram. Activity diagram is working with all types of 

communication between activities by using graphical notations. Figure 3.5 and 

Figure 3.6 represent the activity diagram of sellers and buyers, respectively. 
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Figure 3.5: Activity Diagram for Seller. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Activity Diagram for Buyer. 
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3.4.4 Use Case Diagram 

Use case diagram is a diagram that reflects the dynamic nature of the model. It 

consists of different external and internal agents of the system use case and manages 

relationship between them. It is use to represent the subsystem or modules of an 

application. Use case diagram is simply a pictorial representation of system 

functionalities in a standard and organized manner. Use case diagram describes the 

input, output and the function of the system. This is shown in Figure 3.7. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Use Case Diagram. 
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3.5 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 

 The data flow diagram describes the flow of information between multiple processes 

of the system. DFD is applicable for those processes that contain at least one input 

and output, The output of a process must be sent to another process or storage define 

in the system. DFD is designed to describe the system input and output in multiple 

layers clearly. To build a better model and draw flow of data more efficiently in 

system DFD can be used for this purpose. Business analyst (BA) can use DFD to 

analyze the existing system and identify insufficiencies. It uses the defined notations 

such as rectangles, circles and arrows and text labels, to represent data inputs, 

outputs, storage points and the flow between each process. Figures 3.8 - 3.12 

illustrate DFDs. 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Level-0 Data Flow Diagram. 
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Figure 3.9: Level-1 Seller Data Flow Diagram. 

  
Figure 3.10: Level-1 Buyer Data Flow Diagram. 
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Figure 3.11: Level-2 Data Flow Diagram (Product and Order Process). 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Level-2 Data Flow Diagram (Messaging Process) 
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3.6 Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) 

We can define the ER diagram as a high level conceptual data model diagram. In 

terms of DBMS we can refer an entity of ER diagram as a database table. The ER 

diagram represents the relationship between various entities of the system where the 

entities are real world objects and has physical existence and generate a logical 

structure of database. The first step to design an ERD we need to identify the entity 

of proposed system. It draws a pictorial representation of entities and their attributes 

and relationship between entities. To analyze the system data requirement and 

generate a well design database ER diagram is very useful and for developing a 

system, it is common practice to process an ER diagram before designing the 

physical database. It helps the developer and allows communicating with the logical 

structure of database. It consists of three components namely entities, attributes and 

relationship. This is shown in Figure 3.13.  
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Figure 3.13: ER Diagram of System. 

 

3.7 Data Definition Language (DDL) 

DDL is a high level structural code as like programming languages for defining data 

structures especially database schemas. DDL codes are referred to as DDL statement 

and are designed to create, modify and remove database objects such as tables, 

views, sequences, indexes, constraints, users etc. In the following table we have 

described the DDL in tabular format instead of using SQL syntax. 
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Table 3.1: Tabular view of database table DISTRICT_DATA 

Field Name Data Type Data Length Default Value Description 
ID Number Integer Auto Increment Primary Key 
DIVISION String 40 NULL  
DISTRICT String 40 NULL  
THANA String 40 NULL  

 

Table 3.2: Tabular view of database table MARKET_INFO 

Field Name Data Type Data Length Default Value Description 
ID Number  Integer Auto Increment Primary Key 
NAME String 80 NULL  
THANA Number Integer 0 Foreign Key 
LATITUDE Number Double  Geo Code 
LONGITUDE Number Double  Geo Code 

 

Table 3.3: Tabular view of database table PRODUCT_CATEGORY 

 

 

Table 3.4: Tabular view of database table PRODUCT_ DETAILS 

Field Name Data Type Data Length Default Value Description 
ID Number Integer Auto 

Increment 
Primary Key 

CAT_ID Number Integer  Foreign Key 
NAME String 80 NULL  

 

 

 

Field Name Data Type Data Length Default Value Description 
ID Number Integer Auto Increment Primary Key 
NAME String 80 NULL  
INSERT Timestamp SYSDATE   
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Table 3.5: Tabular view of database table USER_DATA 

Field Name Data Type Data Length Default Value Description 
ID Number Integer Auto 

Increment 
Primary Key 

USER_TYPE String 40 Buyer  
MOBILE_NO String 20  UNIQUE 

AND NOT 
NULL 

NAME String 80 NULL  
THANA Number Integer 0 Foreign Key 
ADDRESS String 80   
ADDRESS_L2 String 80   
RATING NUMBER DOUBLE 0  
 Extra Information for sellers.  
SHOP_NAME String 60   
SHOP_NO String 30   
MARKET Number Integer 0 Foreign Key 

 

 

 

Table 3.6: Tabular view of database table SELLER_PRODUCT 

Field Name Data Type Data Length Default Value Description 
ID Number Integer Auto 

Increment 
Primary Key 

SELLER Number Integer 0 Foreign Key 
PRODUCT_ID Number Integer 0 Foreign Key 
QUANTITY Number Integer 0  
RATE Number Double   
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Table 3.7: Tabular view of database table PRODUCT_OFFER 

Field Name Data Type Data Length Default Value Description 
ID Number Integer Auto 

Increment 
Primary Key 

SELLER Number Integer 0 Foreign Key 
PRODUCT_ID Number Integer 0 Foreign Key 
BUYER String 200   
DIVISION String 40 NULL  
DISTRICT String 40 NULL  
THANA Number Integer 0  
MIN_QNTY Number Integer 1  
RATE Number Double 1  
EFFECTIVE_FROM DATE DATE   
EFFECTIVE_TO DATE DATE   
 

 

 

Table 3.8: Tabular view of database table TRANSACTIONS 

Field Name Data Type Data 
Length 

Default 
Value 

Description 

ID Number Integer Auto 
Increment 

Primary Key 

BUYER Number Integer 0 Foreign Key 
SELLER Number Integer 0 Foreign Key 
TRANS_TYPE String 30 Order  
REF_NO String 30   
PRODUCT_ID Number Integer 0 Foreign Key 
QUANTITY Number Integer 1  
RATE Number Double 1  
TRANS_STAUS String 20 Active  
TRANS_TIME Timestamp  SYSDATE 
ORDER_STATUS String 20 Processing  
PAYMENT_METHOD String 20 COD  
DELIVERY_STATUS String 20 No  
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3.8 Layer Architecture of the system 

Layer architecture is a process to separate application components so that only 

presentation layer of the application is available to end users, whereas the remaining 

layers such data layer, process layer, function layer are hidden from end users but all 

layers developed in the system are working according to design. In the current 

software industry the most effective and useful layer architecture is 3-tier 

architecture. Layer architecture offers a variety of advantages and provides a model 

that helps developers to create flexible and reusable applications and components. 

This is shown in Figure 3.14. 

 

Figure 3.14: Layer Architecture design pattern. 



CHAPTER 4 

Software Implementation 

We have written standard and optimized code by following the rules and guidelines 

of software design to implement the proposed application into real usable and 

productive software. The software is implemented into two parts and each part is 

developed separately to make better user experience and separate their activities. The 

first part is a web based application developed for the authority and the second part is 

an Android application (apps) developed for both buyers and sellers. 

4.1 Technology and Tools 

To implement software we need to use various techniques and tools. The following 

technology and tools are used to implement the proposed application. 

4.1.1 Web Based Application Design 

To develop the web based application for the authority we have used following tools 

and techniques. It is fully device compatible design, also known as responsive design 

so that it is easily useable through any web browser installed at any platform, i.e. 

desktop, laptop, tab, and Mobile devices etc. It can be deployed in a server that is 

accessible through Internet and the authority can use it by using Internet connection. 

It also provides necessary JSON based API that will be designed and executed in 

backend to interact with external services such as Android apps. 

Table 4.1: Technology and Tools that are used to implement web part of the software 

Server Side Language PHP (Base Language) version: 5.6.40 

Framework CodeIgniter (MVC framework) 

Web Server Apache 2.4.38 

Database MySQL 5.7 

 

Client Side Scripting HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript etc. 
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Framework/Library jQuery (JavaScript framework) 

Bootstrap (CSS Framework) 

FontAwesome (Icon Library) 

Template Engine Admin LTE (https://adminlte.io/) 

Browser Compatibility Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, IE 9+, MS Edge 

etc. 

Development IDE Adobe Dreamweaver CC 2017 

Development Platform Microsoft Windows 10 – 64 bit Machine. 

Deployment Server Linux - 64 bit machine 

 

4.1.2 Android Application (Apps) Design 

To implement the Android apps for both buyers and sellers we have applied 

following tools and techniques that are used to develop native Android apps. It is an 

Android apps suitable only on Android devices. We have added backward 

compatibility of Android version to 4.0 as Google ensures more that 98% devices are 

using Android version 4.0 and more and the maximum version of Android supports 

by the implemented apps is 9.0. 

Table 4.2: Technology and Tools that are used to implement Android apps 

Language Java – for Android coding. 

XML – for designing Android layout.  

Gradle Version 3.1.3 

Android SDK Platform API level 29, revision 6 – Android Pie (9.0) 

SDK Tools Google repository  

Google Play Services 

App Compat version: 28.0.0 (Backward Support)  

Firebase Core and Messaging etc. 

Development IDE Android Studio 3.2 

Development Platform Microsoft Windows 7 – 64 bit Machine. 

Target Android Version Minimum: 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich) 

https://adminlte.io/
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Maximum: 9.0 (Pie) 

Android Permissions 

Uses Permission INTERNET 

It will used to enable Internet socket by 

application. 

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE 

To enable permission to know status of Internet 

connectivity. 

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE 

To enable permission to access Wi-Fi networks. 

Runtime permissions ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 

It will used to capture GPS position. 

READ_PHONE_STATE 

It will used to retrieve Android device 

information. 

Communication Through JSON API, it will communicate with the 

application hosted on central server. 

 

 

4.2 Device/Hardware Requirements: 

To run the web application a compatible browser installed in any device (Desktop, 

Laptop, Tab etc.) and platform (Window, Mac OSX, Linux etc.) with Internet facility 

is required and easy use this application by using proper credentials. As web 

application is design for the authority so there are a limited number of users that will 

use the web application. 

To properly executes the implemented system the end requires an Android device 

should confirm following hardware requirements and require other SDK tools 

installed on system. Also to achieve the expected services from installed apps it is 

required to allow necessary permissions. 
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Table 4.3: List of hardware and software requirements of an Android device 

Processor 500 MHz 

RAM 12MB 

Disk Space 24MB 

Android Version 4.0 to 9.0 

SDK tools Google Play Services 
 

4.3 Description of Web Application 

The objective of designing the web application is to regularize and monitor sellers 

and buyers activities and provide necessary support to them. Description of all menu 

activities and necessary screens that are available in web application are list below: 

4.3.1 Login Screen 

It is the first screen of the web application when the user visits the application. The 

first screen is a login screen where every user must use proper login credential i.e. 

username and password to access this application. Both username and password field 

are treated as required field and are used to verify user at server side where data are 

transmitted through AJAX techniques of JavaScript. Figure 4.1 shows the login 

screen. 

 
Figure 4.1 Login screen of web application. 
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The following screen of portrait and landscape view of application within devices 

also shows that the designed web application is fully device compatible. This is 

shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.2 – Portrait view of web application. 
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Figure 4.3 – Landscape view of web application. 

4.3.2 Dashboard 

 

Figure 4.4 Dashboard screen of web application. 

After successful login of application, application has brought the dashboard screen 

shown in Figure 4.4 which describes an easy navigation between different menus and 
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activities. By using the navigation menus, the user can move to activities that are 

illustrated in the application. 

4.3.3 Market Menu 

This is the first menu of menu bar that contains two submenus namely Market 

Information and Market List where market information menu is designed to add 

necessary markets that are willing to use with Android apps. It is also notable that we 

must be used Unicode font when using Bengali text fields. The market information 

screen is shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.5 Market information entry screen. 

It contains market name in English and Bengali that will be used in Android apps 

based on selected apps language by apps user, location of market in real position 

format i.e. through selection of Division, District and Thana and also in geo code 

format (latitude and longitude) and the geo code of market will be used in Android 

apps to search nearest market. 

The market list menu linked to the page where the registered markets are listed in 

order by the market name. There are searching criteria options available here to 

facilitate searching of market based on name and its actual location i.e. Division, 

District and Thana. The resulting list contains market information as well as option 
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to edit market information, a view of Google map also included here to view market 

location based on saved geo code. There are a field named "status" available that is 

used to a decision maker of market availability in Android apps, when the value of 

"status' is active, it means the market is available and inactive value "status" field 

means unavailability of market in Android apps. It contains a button to view the 

market in Google map through its geo code. This is shown in Figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6 Market list screen of web application. 

4.3.4 Products Menu 

It is a top level menu that contains four submenus to provide all facility and 

regulation related to products in whole system.  

The first submenu of product menu is category, it provides the facility to add 

category of products to avail categorized product in the system, it contains necessary 

input field to facilitate English and Bengali formatted name, images of category and 

status fields. The screen of category information is shown in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7 Product category information screen. 

 

The next submenu is category list, which is linked to generate listing of saved 

category in the system. The generated list contains a greenish linked button with 

respected to each category that will be used to update category information. Figure 

4.8 shows the screen of category list menu. 

The third submenu is product information entry and it can be treated as the block part 

for Android apps where the whole activity of Android is rely on products and  

transactions of products and both buyers and sellers are working on it.  
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Figure 4.8 Product category list screen. 

The below figure of product information entry illustrates the process of creating a 

new product entry into the system. The necessary input fields of product entry are 

product name, measurement unit and both fields are using Bengali and English input 

facility and the selection of product category. It requires a suitable and better quality 

image of product as the image will be shown in Android apps. It also includes a 

status field and this field can be used to facilitate product availability in Android 

apps where field value “active” means the product is available and usable in Android 

apps by both sellers and buyers. Figure 4.9 illustrates the view of product 

information entry screen. 

The last submenu of products menu is product list where the saved products are 

listed by using this menu; it’s also including a search option to filter the product list 

by product name and category of product. Each row of product contains a greenish 

button that will be used to update the product information. Following figure 4.10 

depict the view of product information list screen of the application. 
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Figure 4.9 Product information entry screen. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Product search and list screen of web application. 
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The next four menus namely seller list, seller product, buyer list and transaction list 

contains the information related to sellers and buyers when they are using Android 

apps and all product transactions i.e. product upload, product order, bid etc. 

The seller list menu generates a list of registered sellers through Android apps in the 

system.  

 

Figure 4.11 Seller search and list screen. 

Here a seller searching process included where the seller list can be generated by 

using this searching process that contains the facility to search by seller name, 

mobile no, location based seller through selection of Division, District and Thana. 

Figure 4.11 shows the basic screen of seller list available at application. 

Seller product menu is linking with the generation of uploaded product list by a seller 

where the authority reviews the product of sellers and also facility to block the 

transaction of product when necessary. A searching facility also included so that 

seller product can be searched by selection of sellers, selection of product category, 

and product name and associated product list will be generated based on this search 

criteria once trigger on search button.  Figure 4.12 shows the application screen of 

seller product list.  
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Figure 4.12 Seller product search and list screen. 

Buyer menu also generated the list of registered buyers in the system through 

Android apps. The process includes a buyer searching tool to provide the facility of 

searching registered buyers through their name, mobile no and also by Division, 

District and Thana etc. Figure 4.13 shows a general view of buyers list screen. 

 

Figure 4.13 Buyer search and list screen. 

The transaction menu generates the list of transaction occurred between sellers and 

buyers, It helps the authority to review the transactions of products and regulate 
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transactions when necessary. The transaction list page shown in Figure 4.14 has a 

search facility to search the transaction by sellers, buyers, and product and within 

selection of date ranges. Following figure simply draw a screen of transaction list of 

application. 

 

Figure 4.14 Transaction list screen. 

4.4 Description of Android application (Apps) 

The main objective of implementing an Android application is to facilitate the end 

users (sellers and buyers) a greater user experience and easily use the application 

where by using the application they can perform their required activities in an easy 

and attractive way. We can implement the application through responsive web app 

technology where end user can use through multiple devices along with mobile 

device but it is also widely seen that the device user is very flexible to use apps 

instead of using applications through web browser.  

The first screen of the Android apps is the splash screen shown in Figure 4.15. It is 

staying 4 seconds to load the actual apps into mobile device. 
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Figure 4.15 Android apps splash screen. 

The next screen is the login screen of apps where both buyers and sellers use the 

same activity to login. This is shown in Figure 4.16. It is noted that there is also a 

scope of change of language is available in each activity. Here an option available in 
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radio button to choose a buyer or a seller so that apps will decides the type of user in 

login. Both mobile no and password field are required to login.  

 

Figure 4.16 Android apps login screen. 

The login activity also contains an option to register buyers and sellers. The 

registration process of buyers and sellers is also initiated by using this screen, in the 
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bottom line of the screen there is a button related to registration process, by clicking 

on this button the registration activity for buyers or sellers will be available 

according to the selection of a buyer or a seller through radio button. Figure 4.17 and 

Figure 4.18 illustrate the registration process of buyers and sellers, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4.17 Seller registration screen. 
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Figure 4.18 Buyer registration screen. 

 

The required field of a buyer registration process is Mobile no, Name, Division, 

District, Thana, Address line-1 and the required field of a seller registration is Mobile 

no, Name, Division, District, Thana, Market, Address line-1, Shop name and Shop 

no. Once the registration process is completed the apps will receive a notification and 
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a system generated SMS containing password also send to buyer or seller mobile no 

that has been used during registration. By using the registered mobile no and 

password the buyer or seller can login to apps and get full features of apps.  

 

Figure 4.19 Seller all activities list screen. 
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The screen shown in Figure 4.19 is the initial screen after login that contains all the 

activity of sellers. It describes the available activities/menus of sellers through the 

apps. 

 

4.4.1 Profile Menu 

The screen of apps that are activated with profile menu is shown in Figure 4.20. 

 
Figure 4.20 Seller profile menu screen. 
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By using profile menu as shown in Figure 4.21, a seller can change his information 

except mobile no, as well as facility to change password is also available in this 

menu, it is noted all changes will be executed in system by providing correct 

password. The apps also included a left side navigation drawer layout that contains 

all menus of seller activity to facilitate the ease of use. 

 
 

Figure 4.21 Screen of seller drawer menu layout. 
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4.4.2 Product List Menu 

It can be used to add/update seller product, quantity and rate. The screen of this 

activity as shown in Figure 4.22 is as follows: 

 

Figure 4.22 Seller products list and activity screen. 
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The product list of the activity shows the list of products that the seller has been 

added the quantity and rate to sell product. This is shown in Figure 4.23. Here the 

button “New Product” is used to add new product of sellers, it is noted product must 

be provided by the authority and seller simply add quantity and rate. 

 

Figure 4.23 Seller product add screen. 
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The button with cross sign is used to remove the product with confirmation from 

selling list and the button with plus sign is used to add/update product quantity and 

selling rate. 

 

Figure 4.24 Seller product quantity/rate update screen. 
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4.4.3 Products Offer 

The menu can be used to facilitate buyers with product offers from sellers. Figure 

4.25 shows the screen of product offer activity. 

 

Figure 4.25 Seller product offer and activity screen. 
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To add an offer the seller first need to be selected the target buyer as all buyer or 

selected specific buyer that he set the offer then the button with plus sign for 

respective product is used to complete the offer. Figure 4.26 describes the process of 

offer that can be set by sellers. 

 

Figure 4.26 Seller product offer activity screen. 
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4.4.4 Offer List 

The offer list activity is used to list all of products that have an offer that is added by 

sellers. Each respective row of this list contains a remove button that will be used to 

remove the offer from this product. Figure 4.27 describes the activity of offer list 

activity. 

 

Figure 4.27 Seller product offer list and activity screen. 
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4.4.5 Order List 

The order list activity shows the current order or bid of product from buyers. It 

contains two scope of choice by seller to view the list where the first list is the 

ordered product list and another list will be viewed the bid list of products. Figure 

4.28 shows the activity screen of order list of sellers that represent the ordered 

products. 

 

Figure 4.28 Seller product order list and activity screen. 
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The button with forward sign defines necessary actions by sellers for the respective 

row of product order list where the seller has the ability to reject the order of the 

buyer and transfer the ordered products to the buyer. Figure 4.29 shows the activity 

screen of order list of sellers that can be viewed the list of bid products. 

 

Figure 4.29 Seller product bid list and activity screen. 
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4.4.6 Logout 

The activity define in this phase can use to logout the seller from application. 

Now we are reviewing the activity of buyers, where the buyers can login by using the 

registered mobile number and password and get full features of apps. After 

successful login by the buyer, he will get the activity screen as shown below that 

defines the functionality of all activity. This is shown in Figure 4.30. 

 

Figure 4.30 Buyer all activities list screen. 
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4.4.7 Profile Menu 

The screen of apps that are activated with profile menu is shown in Figure 4.31. 

 

Figure 4.31 Buyer profile menu screen. 
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By using profile menu, a buyer can change his information except mobile no, as well 

as facility to change password is also available in this menu. Note that all changes 

will be executed in the system by providing correct password. The apps also included 

a left side navigation drawer layout that contains all menus of buyer activity to 

facilitate the ease of use. This is shown in Figure 4.32. 

 

Figure 4.32 Screen of buyer drawer menu layout. 
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4.4.8 Daily Bazaar 

The daily bazaar activity can be used to purchase/bid product from nearest market 

that are listed based on their geo code. The buyers then select market, the seller and 

product on a consecutive sequence and then place his order or bid for the product. 

This is shown in Figure 4.33. 

 

Figure 4.33 Daily bazaar of buyer menu and activity screen. 
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On this screen a buyer has to select respected market by button placed at right side of 

each row. Figure 4.34 shows the available list of sellers on the selected market. 

 

Figure 4.34 Selection of seller by buyer screen. 

From this activity the buyer select an appropriate seller that generates a list of 

product uploaded by selected seller where a buyer can select product and order/bid 
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on that product. Figure 4.35 shows this list of products available by the selected 

seller. 

 

Figure 4.35 Order screen for a list of products. 
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4.4.9 Product Offer 

The activity generates the list of all offers that are allowable to buyers and published 

by sellers. Figure 4.36 shows the process of offer activity and by using the right side 

button of product row, a buyer can accept the product offer, thus result a creation of 

order of product. 

. 

Figure 4.36 Screen of buyer product offer and activities. 
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Figure 4.37 shows the process of accepting selected product offer by a buyer. When 

a buyer clicks on button “Accepted” then the offer is accepted and the seller receives 

a product order. 

 

Figure 4.37 Seller offer accepted by buyers. 
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4.4.10 Purchase 

The activity can be used to search the seller and generate listing of products of this 

seller creating bid for the products of this seller. Figure 4.38 shows the process of 

purchase activity that defines the buying process of products by the buyer. 

 

Figure 4.38 Seller product list and buyer purchase screen. 
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4.4.11 Order List 

The order list activity shows the current order or re-bid of product. It contains two 

scope of choice by the buyer to view the list where the first list is the ordered product 

list and another list will be viewed the bid/re-bid list of products. Figure 4.39 shows 

the activity screen of order list of buyers that represents the list of ordered products. 

 

Figure 4.39 Order product list by buyer screen. 
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Figure 4.40 shows the activity screen of order list of buyers that can be viewed the 

list of bid products. 

 

Figure 4.40 Bid product list by buyer screen. 

The button with forward sign defines necessary actions by buyers for the respective 

row of product bid list where buyers review bid and create re-bid for the products or 

accept the seller re-bid. 
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4.4.12 Logout 

The activity define in this phase can use to logout the buyers from application. 

4.4.13 FCM 

Firebase Cloud Messaging is a platform provided by Google to send notification to 

linked Android devices. The Android apps has included FCM messaging system to 

send necessary notifications to both buyers and sellers, where the system is send 

notifications to seller when there are order or bid is received from buyers and system 

also send notifications to buyers when the seller accepts the order or bid. Figure 4.41 

shows the style of FCM messaging during the apps is on device. 

 
Figure 4.41 FCM notifications to sellers when apps in foreground. 
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Figure 4.41 shows the notification is sent to the seller when an order is created, the 

apps shows the FCM notification in this style when it is in foreground state. Figure 

4.42 illustrates the view of FCM messaging when the Android apps is in background. 

Note that Internet connectivity is required to receive FCM messaging. 

 

Figure 4.42 FCM notifications to buyers when apps in background. 



CHAPTER 5 

Conclusion 

 

This project proposes an agriculture marketing system to increase the profit margin 

of farmers. The proposed system will help to form a stable agro market by which the 

sellers, retailers as well as consumers will be benefited.  

The primary and fundamental properties of a better agriculture marketing system is 

one by which the farmers are assured of a profitable and fair price for their products. 

In order to achieve this kind of agriculture marketing, we need to overcome the basic 

problems of current agriculture marketing. To reduce and overcome the current 

problems in agriculture marketing and to include the new marketing policy with 

agriculture marketing, the involvement of the government or any regulatory 

institutions form by government is necessary. The government has to establish a 

regulatory system so that various issues of agriculture marketing will be solved 

within strategic and favorable time. We should be considering the following 

conditions to obtain and establish a balanced agriculture market. 

 We have to reduce the middlemen activities and number of intermediary steps in 

agro products marketing. 
 

 It is required to monitor and regulate the activities of middlemen and their 

malpractices. 
 

 Necessary steps need to be taken to establish a smooth and efficient transportation 

system especially for carrying agro products and also to reduce the malpractices in 

roads that will increase road cost. 
 

 It is seen that there are some malpractices in road communication such as 

extortion in various format that will increase the road cost as well as increase 

product cost, thus resulting to pay more price by consumers; the authority have to 

take necessary initiatives to remove this type of unexpected issues. 
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 The owners of transport systems are also doing malpractices during heavy 

demand of transport in agro seasons, here the authority can work to sign a legal 

agreement with them regarding transportation cost during this time to avoid huge 

transport cost that will ensure a stable products price. 
 

 To improve the agriculture marketing system in the country, the government has 

to take necessary steps and establish these steps. 
 

 The ministry of agriculture (MOA) can arrange documentary programs, seminars, 

and related programs to train the farmers, discuss and guide them how to develop 

agriculture marketing, use of ICT on marketing process and online based 

transaction, its facility and limitations, how the farmers can get benefit from 

online based transactions etc.  

5.1 Limitations 

The conducted project has some limitations during the development phase. Some of 

the limitations are mentioned below.  

 In the proposed system, the products and its related information are managed by 

the authority, the seller simply uses this information. The system has no 

availability to receive new product request from sellers. 
 

 The developed system is smoothly working on small scale integration of entities. 

The current design and configurations are not well enough and its performance 

will be degraded to handle large scale requests. 
 

 The proposed model includes the online payment system, however the online 

system is not implemented along with the apps.  

 

 The developed apps is made using Android platform, it is not supported by other 

mobile OS such as Windows, Blackberry, IOS, Tizen, etc.  

 

 The system does not provide any product delivery tracking. 
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5.2 Scope of Future Work 

The implemented project meets the simple transactional requirements of sellers and 

buyers. A number of tasks may be performed as an extension of this project work. 

 To enhance the system performance in large scale and production environment, it 

is required to upgrade the application, servers and database system.  
 

 We have opportunity to increase various features for both buyers and sellers such 

as coupon code, discount, etc. 
 

 We have opportunity to work in online payment system and its integration, the 

authority can take initiatives on various field to reduce the Internet charge, service 

charge of payment, etc. 
 

 The authority has to develop the trust level between sellers and buyers so that 

buyers can purchase/order products and process payment without doubt and 

sellers can upload/sell products with appropriate price and deliver the ordered 

product to buyers with good quality and within required time. 
 

 The current application use Google based FCM based messaging system, it 

requires both buyers and sellers to be connected on Internet to receive 

notifications during off time of transaction. Without Internet, USSD based 

notification is also possible by mobile network operator; here the authority can  

process necessary agreements with MNO to facilitate such features. 
 

 The authority has option to implement a payment system or wallet to work as 

payment processor between buyers and sellers where each buyer and seller are 

aligned with a financial account.  
 

 There is numerous scope of work available to implement with the system that 

define necessary procedures to monitor, protect and handle all suspicious activity 

through the system. 
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It is expected that with the future enhancements, this agriculture marketing system 

can be truly useful to the country. 
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